
13.5 SkillBuilder: Comparing aerial photographs to
investigate spatial change over time
13.5.1 Tell me
What is an aerial photo?

FIGURE 1 Lake Urmia (a) in 1988 and
(b) in 2016

Aerial photos are images taken above the Earth from an aircraft
or satellite. Aerial photos — either oblique or vertical — record
how a place looks at a particular moment in time. They allow
a place to be captured in greater detail than is possible with
a photo taken at ground level. Some aerial photos are also
satellite compilations; that is, they have been created by a
number of images transmitted from a satellite.

Why is it useful to compare aerial photographs?
Comparing aerial photographs is useful because each aerial
photograph captures details about a specific place at a particular
time. Two images taken at different times, from the same angle,
and placed side by side, show change that has occurred over
time. Distribution patterns and the interconnection of different
features are readily seen. You will find that the comparison of
aerial photographs shows you a lot about places, spaces and
environments, as well as change that takes place over time and
the interconnection of features.

Aerial photographs are useful for showing:• changing patterns and the implications of events• interconnections between events and impacts• damage caused by hazards such as landslips, cyclones and floods• the growth of cities, especially on the urban fringe• degradation of land over time.
A good aerial photograph comparison:• identifies patterns and features that are similar over time• identifies patterns and features that have changed over time• indicates the interconnection of features.

13.5.2 Show me
How to compare aerial photographs
Model
Use the Hurricane Sandy weblink in the Resources tab to see how Hurricane Sandy changed the coastline
of the United States. By hovering and sliding over the image, you can see the before and after images of
Casino Pier and Breakwater Beach Park. Hurricane Sandy destroyed the theme park on the Casino Pier,
and the waves removed the sand on the beach, especially on the northern side of the pier. On this side of the
pier, debris built up on the sand. Inland, the water spread throughout buildings but very few of them were
lost to wave surge. Storm waves have the energy to destroy buildings and move sand.
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You will need:• at least two aerial photographs of the same place taken at different times but at the same
angle — oblique or vertical• or the Hurricane Sandy weblink in the Resources tab, which also shows change over time in aerial
imagery of other global disasters (such as the Japanese Tsunami).

Procedure:
To complete a comparison of aerial photographs, take at least two aerial photographs of the same place,
taken at different times, at the same angle, and place them side by side. Alternatively, use the Hurricane
Sandy weblink in the Resources tab.

STEP 1
Identify patterns or features that are similar over time; that is, they appear in both of the aerial photographs
being studied. For example, the theme parks are identifiable in both photographs you saw via the
Hurricane Sandy weblink in the Resources tab. Inland, the water spread throughout the buildings but very
few of these buildings were lost to the wave surge. Consider other patterns and features that are similar
across the aerial photographs.

STEP 2
Identify patterns and features that have changed over time; that is, they appear altered from one photograph
to the next, when the photographs were taken at different times. For example, the northern coastline has
changed in the ‘after’ aerial photograph of Breakwater Beach Park. In the earlier photo, the coastline
is seen, but in the later photo the coastline is more covered by water. Another example is the end of the
pier, which has been destroyed. Consider other patterns and features that have changed across the aerial
photographs you are examining.

STEP 3
Try to explain the processes at work that have changed the environment. In analysing the images of
Breakwater Beach Park, it is necessary to mention the power of the storm and its ability to move sand. For
example, you could say: ‘Storm waves have the energy to destroy buildings and move sand.’

Video eLesson Comparing aerial photographs to investigate spatial change over time (eles-1750)

Interactivity Comparing aerial photographs to investigate spatial change over time (int-3368)

Weblink Hurricane Sandy

13.5.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

ACTIVIT IES
1. Use the Hurricane Sandy weblink in the Resources tab to view the aerial photograph of the coastal area of

Mantoloking, New Jersey. Now write a description of the changes that can be seen in the coastline after the
storm. Use the checklist to ensure you cover all aspects of the task.

2. Apply your skills to answer the following questions.
(a) What happened to the bridge in the storm?
(b) How was the land changed by the storm?
(c) What happened to the houses on the ocean side of the land?
(d) Are the boat moorings still useful? Explain your answer.
(e) On a scale of 1 to 5 (with 1 being ‘little damage’ and 5 being ‘total devastation’), rate the damage caused

by Hurricane Sandy to the Mantoloking coastal community. How has the area changed?
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Checklist
I have:

• identified patterns and features that are similar over time
• identified patterns and features that have changed over time
• indicated the interconnection of features.
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